Quantum walks have been shown to be fruitful tools in analysing the dynamic properties of quantum systems. This article proposes to use quantum walks as an approach to Quantum Neural Networks (QNNs). QNNs replace binary McCulloch-Pitts neurons with a qubit in order to use the advantages of quantum computing in neural networks. A quantum walk on the firing states of such a QNN is supposed to simulate central properties of the dynamics of classical neural networks, such as associative memory. It is shown that a biased discrete Hadamard walk derived from the updating process of a biological neuron does not lead to a unitary walk. However, a Stochastic Quantum Walk between the global firing states of a QNN can be constructed and it is shown that it contains the feature of associative memory. The quantum contribution to the walk accounts for a modest speed-up in some regimes.
Quantum walks, the quantum equivalent of classical random walks, became a booming research field in the last decade [1] [2] [3] . Based on the theory of Markov chains, classical random walks study the evolution of the probability distribution of an abstract walker's position on a graph. The positions or vertices of the graph are connected by edges symbolising transition probabilities. In each step, the walker makes a random decision (often described by a coin toss) to which adjacent position to jump. Quantum walks, in which the walker's position on the graph can be a superposition and the decision process is simulated by a 'quantum coin' such as the Hadamard transformation, show a surprisingly different behaviour to classical random walks. Quantum walks have been formulated as discrete [4] or continuous [5] walks, and led to new versions such as the semi-classical Stochastic Quantum Walk [6] or the Open Quantum Walk [7] .
The potential of quantum walks is based on their fruitful application for quantum computing just like classical walks lead to efficient classical algorithms [8, 9] . An important application of quantum walks has been found in the newly emerging field of quantum biology [10] . Evidence suggests that photosynthetic plants use nontrivial quantum effects such as superposition and interference for energy transport in their light-harvesting complexes [11, 12] . The trajectory of an excitation 'jumping' between molecular 'sites' from the antenna to the reaction center can thereby be modeled with the * schuld@ukzn.ac.za formalism of quantum walks [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The success story of quantum biology is a motivation to reaccess questions of quantum dynamics in another important biological system: the brain. In 2006, Christof Koch and Klaus Hepp wrote in their Nature contribution entitled 'Quantum Mechanics in the Brain' [17] : "The critical question [...] is whether any components of the nervous system -a 300
• Kelvin tissue strongly coupled to its environment -display macroscopic quantum behaviours, such as quantum entanglement, that are key to the brain's function." Besides a number of controversial theories on the 'quantum brain' [18, 19] , there has been no evidence for nontrivial quantum effects in the nervous system yet. On the contrary, the macroscopic nature of signal transmission between neural cells seems to make quantum coherence impossible [20] . However, the intersection of neuroscience and quantum physics has been accessed from the perspective of computational science. In the last two decades, various Quantum Neural Network (QNN) models [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] have been proposed. Although not claiming to be realistic quantum models of biological neural networks, these proposals explore alternative ways of computation using both the advantages of quantum computing and neural computing.
This article follows the perspective of QNN research and investigates a new approach to introduce quantum physics into neural networks by making use of the theory of quantum walks. The sites of the quantum walk symbolise the firing patterns of a neural network consisting of simplified binary neurons with the states 'active' and 'resting'. A firing pattern is given by a binary string encoding which neuron of a network is firing and which is resting. The current position of the walker represents the network's firing state. A quantum arXiv:1404.0159v1 [quant-ph] 1 Apr 2014 walker is of course able to be in a superposition of firing patterns. We show that a discrete quantum walk, in which a Hadamard-like biased coin is successively flipped to decide on the firing state of single neurons clashes with the framework of unitary quantum walks. To simulate a neural network's dissipative dynamics, we therefore need to focus on quantum walks that incorporate decoherence. A continuous Stochastic Quantum Walk on the hypercube, obtaining basic features of the brain's property of associative memory (i.e. retrieving a memorised pattern upon an imperfect initial pattern), is implemented and analysed. It can be shown that under certain conditions, the quantum part of the walk accounts for a modest speed-up of the walk. These results serve as an example of the application of quantum walks to obtain specific dynamics of a quantum system. The paper has the following structure: Section II and III very briefly introduce into the necessary theoretical background of quantum walks as well as Quantum Neural Networks. Section IV gives an idea of how quantum walks can be constructed in the context of QNNs, and explains the reason for the failure of the most intuitive way. A more mature approach is presented. The conclusion (Section V) offers a discussion including a way forward for the use of quantum walks in QNN research.
II. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO QUANTUM WALKS
On any graph of n vertices a Markov chain can be defined. A Markov chain is a sequence of events that is governed by a stochastic process in which the results of a timestep only depend on the results of the previous timestep [29] . Markov chains are described by a stochastic matrix M (n × n, R) with n j=1 m ij = 1 and entries m ij representing the weight of the directed edge going from vertex i to j (see Fig. 1 ). These weights can be interpreted as a transition rate from site i to j. Repeatedly applying M to a n-dimensional stochastic vector π with n l=1 π l = 1 evolves an initial probability distribution through discrete time steps. The probability of being at vertex i changes according to [5] 
Markov chains on regular undirected graphs result in a stationary probability distribution π s which is independent of the initial state [4] . The time it takes to reach the stable distribution is called the mixing time.
Markov chains with equal probability to jump from site i to any of the d sites adjacent to i are also known as random walks on a graph [30] . Random walks are based on the idea of an abstract walker who in each step tosses a d-dimensional coin to choose one of d possible directions at random. Random walks have been proven to be powerful tools in constructing efficient algorithms in computer science (for references see [8] ).
In the quantum equivalent of random walks, a quantum walker walks between sites by changing its position state |x ∈ {|1 , ..., |n }. The difference to classical walks is twofold: First, the various paths are realised in a superposition and thus interfere with one another, and a measurement 'collapses' the paths into a current position. Second, the dynamics have to preserve the squared amplitude vector instead of the stochastic vector to preserve the total probability. This means that the evolution has to be unitary, or in the most general case of an open system, a completely positive trace preserving map [31, 32] .
The unitarity of quantum walks furthermore implies that the evolution is reversible. Quantum walks therefore do not have a stationary probability distribution π s as classical random walks do. However, it turns out that taking an average over the probability distribution over states |x ,P
leads to a stable distributionP s [4] . Quantum walks received a fair amount of attention and have been the topic of extensive reviews, books and attempts of implementations [1-3, 33, 34] . The reasons are that first, quantum walks show markedly different features than their classical counterparts. Second, quantum walks were in some cases able to outperform classical walks [5, 9, 31, 35, 36] .
Two versions of quantum walks were established and exist in parallel: the discrete [4] and continuous time quantum walk [5, 37] . The bridge between the two has finally been shown in [38] . An important development was also the exploration of decoherence in quantum walks [2] . Recently, an interesting version of the continuous quantum walk with decoherence has been introduced [6] . So called Stochastic Quantum Walks obey a Gorini-Kossakowski-Lindblad-Sudarshan (GKLS) type master equation [39, 40] that consists of a coherent as well as an incoherent part. These three versions will be important in the application further down and shall therefore be briefly presented.
Discrete quantum walks
In a discrete quantum walk, the 'walker' is associated with a wave function describing a quantum system with states |ψ = |c ⊗ |i ∈ H c ⊗ H i . The Hilbert space H i has a basis{|0 , ..., |n } (n may be countable infinite) that represent sites or vertices on which the walk takes place. The Hilbert space H c with basis |1 , ..., |d i is a 'coin' space that denotes the current state of a coin 'tossed' to decide which direction to take next. Note that usually only regular graphs are considered and d is independent of the current position |i . The discrete walk then follows two substeps in each step t → t + 1, executed by a coin and a shift operator:
First, the coin is 'tossed' by applyingĈ to the coin space. By that, the coin state is put into a superposition. Second, the conditional shift operatorŜ shifts the state to the r'th adjacent site if the outcome of the coin is |r (r ∈ {1, ..., d}).
The most well-known coin is the Hadamard transformation that works on the two-dimensional basis {|a , |b } asĤ
The minus in the second equation indicates that even the Hadamard transformation is not completely unbiased and denotes at the same time the fundamental difference to classical walks, as it is the source of interference [41] . 
Continous quantum walks
While Eq. (1) preserves n l=1 π l = 1, the Schrödinger equation (4) makes sure that i | i| ψ(t) | 2 = 1 is fulfilled. The difference between the two evolutions is simply the imaginary unit in the latter [5] . Comparing both equations, one can see that the stochastic matrix M of the classical Markov chain is replaced by the Hamiltonian H of the quantum system. H consequently equals the weighed adjacency matrix of the graph. To obtain a hermitian and thus symmetric operator (as the entries are real numbers), the graph needs to be undirected.
Stochastic Quantum Walks
A number of contributions investigate what happens if decoherence is introduced into quantum walks [2, 42] . Decoherence destroys the quantum property of coherent states and drives the dynamics into the classical regime. In some cases this can lead to preferred dynamics [2] . An interesting proposal for a decohered continuous quantum walk has recently been introduced [6] . A so called Stochastic Quantum Walk (SQW) evolves a density matrix according to the GKLS master equation [39, 40] 
(5) Note that here and in the following, is set to one. The parameters κ and γ define the influence of the two terms on the right side. The sum term describes the stochastic evolution, in which L k denote Lindblad jump operators that decohere the quantum state. The first term is the usual Schrödinger quantum evolution as known from the von Neumann equation. The Hamiltonian represents a (weighed) adjacency matrix as in the continuous walk given in Eq. (4). In this fashion, the "evolution among vertices happens through coherences developed by a Hamiltonian" [6] while the system is constantly exposed to decoherence. Thus, both advantages of dissipation and coherence can be used and transitions from one to the other studied. We will implement a version of the Stochastic Quantum Walk in Section IVb.
III. NEURAL NETWORKS AND THE CONCEPT OF THE 'QURON'
To get an understanding of what is meant by the 'firing patterns of a QNN', we need to briefly introduce into some fundamentals of computational neuroscience as well as the basic concept of a QNN.
Neural networks are computational systems inspired by the biological neural networks forming our brain. The brain is believed to compute information by carrying electric signals, so called action potentials, along the membranes of interconnected neural cells [43, 44] . The algorithmic dynamics of biological neural networks are defined by the connection strengths between neurons as well as by the activation function of a neuron due to the input signals from other neurons. Information is encoded in the global firing pattern of the neural network.
It turns out that important properties of the brain, such as the computation of incomplete or imperfect input, can be retrieved by the easiest model of a neuron possible, introduced by McCulloch and Pitts as early as 1943 [45] : an active neuron firing a sequence of action potentials in a given time is represented by a '1' while a resting neuron is represented by a '0'. (for other types of neural networks, see [46] ). The N neurons of a neural network can thus be described by variables x i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, ..., N . Each neuron x i is assigned to a characteristic threshold θ i . The biologically derived activation or updating function of a neuron x i is then given by
where the w ij , i, j = 1, ..., N are real numbers denoting the strength of the connection between neuron x i and x j . The according setup is called a 'perceptron' (see Fig. 2 ). The vector (x 1 , ..., x N ) is called the 'state' or firing pattern of the network. Initialising the network means to set each neuron to either 1 or 0. An update step of the global network state can either happen through a synchronous update of all neurons, through a chronological or random sequence of individual updates according to Eq. (6).
One of the milestones in artificial neural network research was John J. Hopfield's 1982 publication on a network today widely known as 'Hopfield network' [47] in which the connection strengths fulfill
Although of a simple setup, the Hopfield model shows the powerful feature of associative memory. Associative memory is the ability to -out of a number of stored firing network states -retrieve the network state that is in the center of the dynamic basin of attraction for the input pattern. Hopfield networks thus store firing patterns as dynamic attractors. These dynamic attractors are minima of the Ising-type energy function
A Hopfield network always inherits attractors from the nonlinearity of the updating process. The specific dynamics of a neural network are then solely defined by the choice of weights w ij . The property w ii = 0 makes sure that all attractors are stable states (as opposed to limit cycles of alternating states) [48] . After a finite number of updating steps, any initial state of the network will consequently end up in the 'closest' attracting network state which is then reproduced by the updating process. An important implication is that neural networks based on a step activation function do manipulate information irreversibly due to its injectivity, i.e. a state of a neural network at timestep t n−1 cannot be reconstructed from its state at timestep t n . This might be different for other types of activation functions such as the sigmoid function. It is also interesting to note that in conventional neural networks, the number of neural excitations (i.e. of neurons with the state 'active') is not conserved, which is crucial for the attempt to construct quantum walks of excitations in Quantum Neural Network.
Approaches to QNNs [23, 27, [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] are mostly based on Hopfield-type neural networks.
The basic idea of introducing quantum properties is to replace the McCulloch-Pitts neuron x = {0, 1} by a 'qubit neuron' |x of the two-dimensional Hilbert space H 2 with basis {|0 , |1 }. We propose to simply call this object a 'quron'. The central property of a quron is that it can be in a superposition of its two firing states with the complex amplitudes α, β
The state of a network with N qurons thus becomes a quantum product state of the 2
These are the firing states of a QNN on which a quantum walk will be constructed in the following section.
IV. QUANTUM WALKS BETWEEN QUANTUM NEURAL NETWORK STATES
The genius of the Hopfield model lies in the fact that operations on the neuron as a local unit impose dynamics on the global network state. These global dynamics can be understood as a classical random walk between network states,
beginning with the initial pattern and in each step jumping to the updated network state. After a finite number of steps, the chain reproduces the stable state serving as the output of the algorithm.
Likewise, a quantum walk on the firing states of a QNN can be defined as an evolution
following the laws of quantum mechanics. An important question is the structure of the graph underlying such a quantum walk. The vertices of the graph are given by binary strings denoting all possible firing patterns. The connectivity thus depends on the updating protocol. If all neurons are updated synchronously, each transition between firing patterns is theoretically possible and the graph is fully connected. We will concentrate on the more common case of updating single neurons at a time giving rise to the hypercube given in Fig. 3 for the N = 3 dimensional case. The hypercube connects binary strings that differ only in one bitflip (in other words, they have a Hamming distance of one [56] ). We add self-connections of every site to account for updates that leave the firing pattern unchanged.
The remaining part of this article will mention a very intuitive way of implementing a quantum walk on a QNN by tossing a quantum coin to decide upon the updated state of each quron, and show why it fails to lead to a discrete, unitary quantum walk. It will then present a version of a Stochastic Quantum Walk that simulates an associative memory and discuss the results.
A. Why the most intuitive version of a discrete quantum walk fails
A straight forward way to construct a QNN seems to be to replace the updating process of a neuron given in Eq. (6) by a biased Hadamard-like transformation on a two-dimensional coin state |c = {|0 c , |1 c } and to flip the state of the quron depending on the outcome of the coin as done in the discrete quantum walk. To retrieve nontrivial dynamics, we would want a biased coin leading to a superposition shown in Eq. (8) in which the amplitudes |α| 2 and |β| 2 encode a probability of the corresponding neuron to fire or to rest. This can be done by defining the firing probability 0 ≤ p i ≤ 1 of a neuron x i as
and choosing
The ± in front of β is introduced to simulate the quantum properties of the Hadamard transformation or in other words, to introduce interference. The firing probability is nothing else than the normalised summed up signal coming from all input neurons to an output neuron. Since we sum over N − 1 weighed neurons w ij x j ∈ [−1, 1], the incoming signal lies in the interval [
To obtain a positive value normalised to [0, 1] representing the probability, we consequently need to 'shift' the signal to positive values and divide by the range of the interval, 2(N − 1). Thus, if the incoming signal is strong, the probability for the neuron to become active is high, regardless of its prior state. Note that the thresholds θ i of classical neurons are set to zero when dealing with qurons in the following. The updating process for quron |x i can consequently be formulated as a transformation
This is slightly different from the biased Hadamard transformation used in biased quantum walks [2, [57] [58] [59] ,
where the variable p i denotes the probability that the coin state flips its value, so that the biased Hadamard coin depends on the history of the coin state. This small difference leads to a problem in the implementation of the quantum walk proposed here, since the coin (Eq. 10) is nonunitary. In fact, this property is not surprising since it stems from the dissipative dynamics of the Hopfield network, in which information of the former state of the neuron does not feed into the updating process (due to w ii = 0). A direct application of coherent quantum walks onto neural dynamics is thus not trivial. As a conclusion, quantum walks including decoherence must be considered to incorporate dissipation.
B. A Stochastic Quantum Walk on the hypercube
We want to propose another type of quantum walk that is not derived from the neural updating mechanism, but still obtains the Hopfield network's dynamics of associative memory. Hence, our goal is to introduce a Stochastic Quantum Walk on a hypercube graph that ends up in one of two 'attracting firing states' closer to the initial state in terms of Hamming distance.
The hypercube of dimension N is given by a set of vertices V 2 N as 'corners', representing the density matrices |x 1 , ..., x N i x 1 , . .., x N | = |i i| , i = 1, ..., 2 N (compare Fig. 4) . The quantum state |x 1 , ..., x N i is thereby the i-th basis state of a QNN of 2-level qurons as introduced above, and the shorthand |i is used to reduce notation. In the hypercube, two vertices |i i| and |j j| are connected by an edge if their respective network states differ by one quron's state or not at all, or in other words, the Hamming distance d H (i, j) between the two states |i and |j is one or zero. The hypercube graph's adjacency matrix is consequently given by
else. .
For now we set a ij = 1 [60] . We introduce sinks by removing the edges leading to/from the vertices that represent the patterns we want to memorise. For simplicity we shall consider the example of only two 'sink states', but this case can easily be generalised. Removing the edges is necessary since once the walker arrived at a sink, it is supposed to be trapped with no possibility to leave. Since in continuous quantum walks the adjacency matrix is equivalent to the hamiltonian, the graph structure needs to be undirected to ensure the hermiticity of the hamiltonian. This is why by removing the edges leading out of the sinks, we have to remove the edges leading to the sinks at the same time. The graph structure of the coherent part of the stochastic quantum walk is sketched in Fig. 4 on the left.
The dissipative part of the GKLS master equation (5) can be written with the help of jump operators L k . We use these jump operators to account for the 'directed' part of the walk. Each edge i ↔ j between vertices |i i| and |j j| is assigned with a jump operator L k = L i→j = |j i| where |j j| is the vertex closer or equal to a sink state. If both vertices sharing an edge have the same distance to a sink, no jump operator is attributed to that edge. This setup creates a flow to the sink states in the dissipative part and builds a 'bridge' between the graph structure of the coherent part to the disconnected sinks. The graph structure of the dissipative part of the stochastic quantum walk is sketched in Fig. 4 on the right.
The resulting master equation for the stochastic quantum walk with the two sink states |l l| , |m m| is then given by Eq. (5) with
} denotes a pair of connected vertices in which |j j| is the vertex closer or equal to a sink state, and a ij = a ji .
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In this example, the sink states are given by |011 011| and |101 101|, the initial state is |000 000| and κ = γ = 1. Since both sink states have the same Hamming distance to the initial state, the walker has a probability of almost 0.5 to end up in either of the respective sink states. Note that time is in inverse units of γ.
C. Results
The Stochastic Quantum Walk starts at the vertex representing the initial firing pattern and propagates over the hypercube. After a time evolution of the magnitude of several time units, the walk always finds the sink closest to the initial state in terms of Hamming distance with a probability of nearly 1 (Fig. 5) . The model consequently shows the basic neural network feature of associative memory. If the two sinks have the same distance, the output is an equal probability of both sink states (Fig. 6 ). This is an optimisation to a classical, deterministic associative memory which favours one of two states of an equal Hamming distance to the initial states.
It turns out that the dynamics of the Stochastic Quantum Walk on the hypercube are mainly influenced by the incoherent part of Eq. (5). Figure 7 shows the time until the average probability distribution reaches the correct stable state (mixing time) in dependence of the two parameters κ and γ as given in Eq. (5). One can see that the time of reaching a stable distribution only depends on κ for small values of γ, which denotes the coherent or quantum part in the stochastic walk. However, for values γ < 1, the quantum part can increase the speed of the walk by several time units. Since the quantum walk has shown to traverse the hypercube exponentially faster than a classical walk [35] , the contribution of the quantum speed-up might be larger in higher dimensions. Due to the exponential growth in the dimension of the Hamiltonian, simulations in dimensions ≥ 7 require large computational resources.
FIG. 7. (Colour online)
Mixing time TM in inverse units of γ to reach a steady state in dependence of the parameters κ and γ in the Stochastic Quantum Walk on the 4-dimensional hypercube with sink states |1011 1011| , |1111 1111| and initial state |0000 0000|. The speed of the algorithm is almost independent of the quantum contribution to the walk (represented by parameter κ). However, for low values of γ, there is an optimal value of κ in terms of mixing time. Please note that if the Stochastic Quantum Walk did not show convergent behaviour, the mixing time was set to zero in order to indicate that the Quantum Associative memory did not retrieve the correct result.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This article studied some aspects of the application of quantum walks to Quantum Neural Networks. It was argued that a direct translation of the neural updating mechanism into a Hadamard-like transformation faces the problem of a nonunitary coin operator. This stems from the dissipative nature of the neural activation function and is symptomatic for the attempt to combine the attractor-like dynamics of neural networks and the linear, unitary dynamics of quantum objects. We concluded that decoherence needs to be introduced into the model. A Stochastic Quantum Walk on the hypercube was therefore constructed, and we could show its property of associative memory, an important feature of neural networks. Due to the low dependence on the quantum evolution or coherent part of the walk, this model is only under a limited perspective a candidate for a quantum walk on the firing states of a Quantum Neural Network. However, these results can be seen as a first attempt in this direction and serve as an example of the application of quantum walks to obtain certain algorithmic dynamics of quantum systems.
There are other versions of quantum walks that might be worth investigating in order to overcome the flaws presented by Stochastic Quantum Walks and coined quantum walks. For example, there are different ways to introduce decoherence into the dynamics, such as projective measurements on the coin [2, 61, 62] . In fact, measurements have been proposed by several authors searching for a QNN model to account for the nonlinear updating process of neurons in a quantum regime [49] [50] [51] [52] . Another interesting version of quantum walks are the recently developed Open Quantum Walks [7, 63, 64] . Based on the theory of open quantum systems, Open Quantum Walks describe a walker whose internal degrees of freedom are interacting with an environment and influencing the walker's external degree of freedom. The formalism shows a striking analogy to the updating function of neurons, giving the advantage that it does not require the global coherence of QNN states as in the walks on network states investigated here. Open Quantum Walks might consequently be a natural candidate when studying possible dynamics of Quantum Neural Networks.
The underlying idea to this paper was to use the formalism of quantum walks in order to find a dynamic evolution of a Quantum Neural Network that optimises the computational properties of classical neural networks [55] . In a second step, the dynamic evolution could then be attempted to be attributed to physical processes, in the far picture possibly leading to a quantum model of biological neural networks. It can therefore be interesting to ask how the model can incorporate learning, a mechanism characteristic for neural networks. It is important to emphasize again that the nodes of the graph constructed in Fig. 4 do not represent qurons, but entire firing states of a Quantum Neural Network and the edges a ij consequently do not correspond to the neural weights w ij , i, j = 1, ..., N . However, similar to Hopfield networks 'learning' a pattern by choosing appropriate weights that imprint the memory states into the energy function Eq. (7), choosing the connections a ij defines the dynamics of the Quantum Associative Memory model presented here. In both cases, learning is static, i.e. done by the initial construction of the network (or the graph).
To get a quantum model that includes dynamic learning it would be a fruitful perspective to construct a quantum walk that simulates the above mentioned feed-forward neural networks. Feed-forward networks are dynamically trained by so called backpropagation algorithms, where random initial weigths are repeatedly manipulated to minimise an error function comparing target outputs of a training set to real outputs calculated by the neural network [46] . Such a quantum walk would be required to reproduce feed-forward network's characteristica such as pattern recognition and could serve as an interesting continuation of the results found here.
